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kung fu panda 2 theatrical poster general info directed by jennifer yuh nelson produced by melissa cobb guillermo del toro (exec. prod.) jonathan aibel (co-

prod.) glenn berger (co-prod.) screenplay by jonathan aibelglenn berger charlie kaufman (uncredited) [1] story by jennifer yuh nelson (uncredited) [2] starring
jack black angelina jolie dustin hoffman gary oldman seth rogen lucy liu david cross james hong michelle yeoh jackie chan music by hans zimmer john powell
edited by clare knight production company(s) dreamworks animation distributed by paramount pictures release info release date(s) may 22, 2011 (hollywood

premiere)may 26, 2011 running time 91 minutes rating country(s) united states language(s) english budget $150 million [3] box office $665.7 million [4]
chronology preceded by followed by kung fu panda holiday kung fu panda: legends of awesomeness (from enter the dragon onward) secrets of the masters if
you have watched kung fu panda, don't watch this. the contrast will be brutally incomparable. the story revolve around a fat rabbit who has acquire the life-
long kungfu aura of shifu (a monkey). the fat rabbit will eventually uphold justice by defeating the bad ass panda.almost the same storyline but a lot more
dull and boring. animation was as poor as what you will see in a mediocre nickelodeon computer generated graphics. a good analogy will be a wanna-be
china made world of warcraft program.a recent interview with the voice cast of the movie states that the comparison of this movie with kungfu panda is

inevitable. it also mean that this movie is as good as the latter having been compared to it. i have a gut feeling that audience will feel cheated should they
believe that statement.so if you want to watch some animation with your kids, watching nickelodeon isn't a bad idea and the storyline is shorter without the

agony of going through a wanna-be movie. by the way, there are better 3d movies out there anyway.
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i will be honest, i have not seen the original. i have seen plenty of kung fu panda and i have seen
plenty of kung fu movies. i even saw parts of the first one when i was a kid. this movie is extremely
boring and was made to look beautiful. no matter how you put it, a computer generated movie can
never look as good as a real movie. that's the only problem with this movie. the animation is so bad

it makes me consider it's a failed experiment of a three-dimensional movie. it could never be a
successful movie that way, let alone with the cgi "look." this version of kung fu panda is derivative

and has been done before. i'm not a fan of the idea of "ripped" versions of movies but this one is just
not good enough. sure, there's something to be said for reviving old movie franchises, but this? this
is just not a good movie. kung fu panda is a failed experiment that needs to be left alone. i was quite

interested to watch this film even though i already knew what would happen. however, it was
disappointing and not even entertaining. the animation was not very good and for the average

cinephile, this is really poor. it is like watching a poor kid's drawing. the humour was weak, and there
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wasn't even an interesting storyline. it reminded me of the early dreamworks movies with the charm
of a 3-year-old. kung fu panda is a boring movie. the only thing that made me watch the whole thing

was the music. the music was quite good and was like a b-side to a pop song. however, it was not
enough to make the movie entertaining. the movie is more a collection of gags than a story.

although it has a handful of good moments, there are not enough. sometimes the gags come across
as a bit too forced or too crude. it is a very poor movie with poor visuals. the animation is even worse
than the original. the movie is not funny at all, it is just silly. the only reason to see this is if you are a

huge fan of the original. 5ec8ef588b
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